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information that led to the determination.  The investigator will provide testimony concerning any 
questions on the BAM process and the facts upon which the determination was based.  When an 
appeals hearing is not attended by a BAM staff member, an explanation must be provided in the 
BAM case file. 
 
12.  Sample Selection.  The annual sample sizes for UI paid claims and the three types of denials are 
fixed by DOL for the IPIA reporting year.  (This includes sample selection period July through June 
of the following year (batch range YYYY27 through (YYYY+1)26)).  BAM supervisors may change 
the weekly sample sizes in the input control record to accommodate investigator vacation schedules 
or other staffing contingencies.  However, states are expected to pull at least the minimum number 
of cases each week.  States may not over sample during a portion of the year in order to meet the 
annual sample allocation and then suspend sampling for the remainder of the IPIA year.  The 
minimum weekly and quarterly samples, based on current annual sample allocations are: 
 
Sample Annual 

Allocation 
Normal 
Weekly 

Minimum 
Weekly 

Normal 
Quarterly 

Minimum 
Quarterly 

Paid Claims 360* 7 5 90 81 
Paid Claims 480 9 6 120 108 
Denials 150/450** 3 2 37-38 32 

*  Allocation for ten smallest states in terms of UI workload. 
** 150 cases each of monetary, separation, and non-separation denials will be selected each   year, 

for a total of 450 DCA cases. 
 

13.  Completion of Cases and Timely Data Entry.  Prompt completion of investigations is important 
to ensure the integrity of the information being collected by questioning claimant and employers 
before the passage of time adversely affects recollections.  Prompt entry of associated data is 
necessary for both the SWA and the Department of Labor to maintain current databases.   
 
Therefore, the following time limits are established for completion of all cases for the IPIA 
reporting year.  (This includes sample selections for batch range YYYY27 through (YYYY+1)26): 
 

-  a minimum of 70 percent of cases must be completed within 60 days of the week ending 
date of the batch, and 95 percent of cases must be completed within 90 days of the week 
ending date of the batch; and 

 
-  a minimum of 98 percent of cases selected for batches YYYY27 to (YYYY+1)26 must 

be completed by October 28 of YYYY+1 (120 days after June 30 of YYYY+1). 
 
A case is complete when the investigation has been concluded as required, all official actions for the 
Key Week (except appeals) have been completed, the supervisor has signed off, and the results have 
been entered into the computer.  
  
If a SWA's rates for completion of cases sampled for investigation for the year are less than the 
requirements, and it believes that such failure was attributable to reasons beyond its control, the 
SWA may submit a documented analysis to the DOL Regional Office requesting relief from 
Departmental actions (i.e., requirement to submit a corrective action plan and a footnote in the 
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BAM Annual Report).  The analysis must demonstrate that all time limits would have been met had 
the uncontrollably delayed cases been timely. 
 
14.  Reopening Cases.  Cases may be reopened for the following reasons: 
  

- to correct errors detected by either the SWA or federal reviewers; 
- to update information as a result of appeal decisions; 
- to update payment accuracy status or other information after the new hire or wage 

record crossmatch is completed; or 
- to update payment accuracy status or other information as a result of responses from 

claimants, employers, or third parties after a failure to respond timely to BAM requests 
for information. 

 
Case completion timeliness will be recalculated when a case is reopened to correct errors detected by 
the SWA. Exceptions are provided for cases reopened to update information as a result of 
investigation following the match of a claimant’s SSN with either new hire directory records or wage 
records or to update information based on responses from the claimant, employer, or third party 
following documented failures to respond to requests for information, or to update coding following 
an appeal.  Therefore, it is important to minimize reopening by ensuring that, to the extent possible, 
the data are complete and correctly entered initially.  
  
If information requested as a result of a new hire crossmatch is pending when the case is closed, 
then the BAM unit must always reopen the case (Reopen Case code (ro1) = 7), investigate and 
document the case file, record the crossmatch outcome (Key Week Action Code (h1) = 4, 5, 7, or 
8), and code any error identified.  This means that if the case is closed before 37 days after the Key 
Week end date, then the case must be reopened.  Case completion timeliness will not be 
recalculated. 
 
BAM cases that need to be reopened due to information obtained as a result of the investigation 
subsequent to a wage record match must be reopened using Reopen Case code (ro1) = 8, and the 
appropriate Key Week Action Code (h1) = 4, 5, 7, or 8 will be entered.  Case completion 
timeliness will not be recalculated. 
 
If BAM requested information from the claimant, employer, or third party and that information was 
not provided until after the case has been closed, the case must be reopened using Reopen Case 
code (ro1) = 9.  The case file must include documentation of the initial and follow-up requests for 
information to demonstrate that BAM provided an adequate period for timely response and that 
contact procedures had been exhausted. 
 
For example, if the claimant responds following a period of ineligibility for a failure to report to 
BAM (that is, the claimant failed to complete the questionnaire by the due date) and the case has 
been closed or the employer (or third party) responds after case closure and supplies information 
that would change the case coding, then BAM unit must reopen the case using Reopen Case code 
(ro1) = 9, and the appropriate Key Week Action Code (h1) = 4, 5, 7, or 8 will be entered.  Case 
completion timeliness will not be recalculated. 
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For cases reopened using codes “7”, “8”, or “9”, the appropriate Key Week Action Code (h1) ”4”, 
”5”, “7”, or ”8” will be entered: 
  
● Use Key Week Action Code 4 if the payment was proper at time of supervisor sign-off, and no 
Key Week error issues were detected as a result of new hire or wage record matching or 
additional information obtained through late claimant, employer, or third party response. 
  
● Use Key Week Action Code 5 if the payment was improper at time of supervisor sign-off, but no 
additional Key Week error issues were detected as a result of new hire or wage record matching 
or additional information obtained through late claimant, employer, or third party response. 
 
Example 1: The initial BAM investigation identified an A & A issue in the Key Week and the 
investigation of the NDNH match determines that no wages were paid during the Key Week and 
that there are no other issues arising from benefit year employment that affect the claimant’s 
eligibility for the Key Week.  
  
Example 2: The initial BAM investigation identified a BYE issue in the Key Week and the 
investigation of the NDNH match verifies that the information coded based on the original 
investigation (amount of error, B-2 Attachment B type of error, responsibility, etc.) is correct.  
  
● Use Key Week Action Code 7 if the payment was proper at time of supervisor sign-off, but is 
improper as a result of new hire or wage record matching or additional information obtained 
through late claimant, employer, or third party response. 
  
● Use Key Week Action Code 8 if the payment was improper at time of supervisor sign-off, but 
additional Key Week error issues were identified or the coding of an issue identified in the initial 
BAM audit is revised as a result of new hire or wage record matching or additional 
information obtained through late claimant, employer, or third party response  
  
Example 1:  The initial BAM investigation identified a reporting issue in the Key Week, and the 
investigation of the NDNH match verifies that the claimant was employed during the Key Week 
and identifies an overpayment due to BYE.  
  
Example 2:  The original BAM investigation identified a Key Week BYE issue and the investigation 
of the NDNH match identifies additional information that requires revision of the information 
coded based on the original investigation (amount of error, type of error, responsibility, etc.).  
 
 
 




